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Jimmy Eat World - 23
Tom: D

This song is absolutely amazing and beautiful, it's really a
great song
to finish an album and I can't find any words to describe how
beautiful
is this song, it starts so slow and it always grows until the
last epic chorus!
I don't think this tab will be totally perfect, but at least
is the more accurate
I could do it right now and you can use this tab also to write
a better version.
Where I could, I put the 2nd guitar part and the solos and I
hope you're gonna like it
and if you find it good rate my tab and watch the others I
made... thanx a lot...
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Intro: solo (maybe it's not totally right, but it's close):
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(repeat once the first part of the intro)

verse (intro part):
  Bm                 A     D                   G
I felt for sure last night at once we said goodbye
       Bm               A
no one else will know these lonely dreams
       D           G
no one else will know that part of me
    Bm              A          D            G
I'm still driving away and I'm sorry every day
        Bm                A
I won't always love these selfish things
           D           G
I won't always live... no, stop it...

repeat verse:

It was my turn to decide, I knew this was our time
no one else will have me like you do
no one else will have me, only you

chorus:

Em               G                         D
you'll sit alone forever if you wait for the right time
              A
what are you hoping for?
    Em                   G (Gm?)                D
I'm here and now I'm ready, holding on tight
                    A
(repeat intro solo)
don't give away the end, the one thing that stays mine

repeat verse:

I won't always love what I'll never have
I won't always live in my regrets

repeat chorus:

You'll sit alone forever if you wait for the right time
What are you hoping for?
I'm here and now I'm ready, holding on tight
don't give away the end, the one thing that stays mine

solo
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last chorus:

        D            A                      Bm
You'll sit alone forever if you wait for the right time
              G
What are you hoping for?
     D                 A                        Bm
I'm here and now I'm ready, holding on tight
                    G                                   D
don't give away the end, the one thing that stays mine...

enjoy, that's all
eNRICO
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